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Hi everyone. My name is Baroness Shields, but you can call me Joanna.

In Parliament when we start a speech or enter a debate, we must declare any interests or 
allegiances before we begin speaking. I always start by saying “My Lords, I must first declare 
my interest as the Prime Minister’s Digital Advisor…” Well today, I must declare my interest as 
Ben Shields’ Mom and to apologise to him in advance if anything I say will embarrass, humiliate 
or otherwise cause him undue stress or anxiety. I am sure he has your sympathies.

Career Day is an American tradition and it’s as important today as it ever was because the 
whole idea of what a “career” is, is dramatically changing.

Everything you do in high school is about preparing for the future. Academically, its about giving 
you the tools you need, the foundations of knowledge and the basis for higher education. It’s 
about getting you into the best university possible based on very conventional methods of 
assessing your potential. Also known as “grades.”

As with many things, the way success is measured has changed in the real world. Unfortunately 
for you, the way you are assessed in school has not, for decades.

I sympathise with those of you who find these assessments limited, even insulting to your 
intelligence. You might know in your heart that you have more potential than that score on a 
paper or a standardized test but that’s where we are at the moment and for the time being, it’s 
still how we get to the next stage.

At this point I’d like to take a minute for us to acknowledge how much this sucks and how unfair 
it all is.

Great, now that we’ve put all this angst behind us, let’s talk about getting lost.

I’m a big fan of getting lost from time to time. It reminds me that despite how much we’d like our 
lives to be predictable, they’re not. It reminds me that despite how much we’d like to have 



control over our lives, we can’t. That despite how much we’d like other people to do what we 
want them to do, to be what we want them to be, they won’t.

But getting lost also reminds me how much we have inside of us. How much we are capable of. 
Capable in ways that will never be reflected in what a simple score reveals.

I am not here to say that getting high marks is not important. It is very important.

But I am here to talk today about what else is important. And if you remember nothing else from 
our conversation today, please remember this …

What happens in high school is not predictive of your future. It’s not the end. In fact, it’s only the 
beginning of your adult life. A prologue, if you may. You are the author of your own life story and 
you and you alone will be writing it. Your destiny is completely in your hands.

Many of you will find this concept scary. Your initial reaction will be to search for structure and 
certainty. You might even try to emulate your more “successful” classmates, thinking they’ve got 
it all figured out.

This will be a mistake. Because fast forward 20 years, I guarantee that you will be surprised by 
who in your class has achieved success and what they have done.

Many of those with great grades will of course achieve success, but there will be others that will 
leap far ahead. So far that we might think they got lost and will never get back to the well 
travelled road we call “being a grown-up.” Then one day you’ll hear their name and discover 
they landed on Mars, or cured Ebola, or built a heli-car.

And you will say “how can it be? They weren’t even on the radar.” And it’ll turn out that they 
were always on the radar. Their own radar.

I keep saying “they” but i’m really talking about you, you and you. You might not know it yet, but 
your mission is to leave a mark on this earth, make it a little bit better than when you inherited it.
“Ha!” you might say. Easy for her to speak about leaving a mark. And there you will be wrong 
again. I was so afraid when I was your age you would not imagine…

They say that some people already know what they want to do in life, what they want to 
become. Good for them. Most of the 15 year olds I knew when I was growing up had no idea 
what they wanted to do with their lives. Heck, most of the interesting grown ups I know still have 
no idea. But they’re out there, writing their story, trying things out. Exploring, taking risks, sailing 
uncharted waters.



Those of you who are questioning what life is all about, feeling anxious, feeling somehow that 
the train has left the station and that you are not on it. I want to reassure you that this is ok. 
Most of those trains go to Birmingham anyway.

But just behind that train, on a little known platform, is yours. Your own personal Hogwarts 
station and when you catch up to it, running and breathless, you’ll take a seat and know that it’s 
going your way.

Which brings me to my point today. I called this talk, “the virtues of an undetermined path”. What 
the heck does that mean?

What it means is that being open to new ideas, challenging your mind, thinking critically will 
open doors to much greater opportunities than the conventional path.

I know because I was one of those kids. I grew up in the shadows of a once thriving industrial 
town that prosperity had long forgotten. No one would have bet on me and after 30 years, its fun 
to see the reaction of people who discover who I once was and what I became. I take a bit of 
pleasure I must admit in seeing or hearing the reaction. You see, I was bullied terribly when I 
was your age. Oh, I’m not talking about people calling me names or shoving me in sports. I’m 
talking about the kind of bullying that ended up in me spending the last year of school being 
tutored at home because it was just too dangerous to go to school. It was that bad. The 
physical, mental and emotional abuse so bad that I became a recluse. But even in the darkest 
days, I dared to dream and I knew, always that I would find my way to a great life. I never 
doubted that.

Which was kind of crazy of me, because back then life was a highway. You got on quickly, 
merged with the traffic and went in the same direction as everyone else.

But I found an exit ramp. For me, it early admission to Penn State and then graduate school in 
Washington DC. That’s the first time I heard about a new technology and computers. These new 
machines were going to replace analog mechanical processes with digital signals and they were 
going to revolutionise our lives and the way we interact with each other. That idea sounded 
pretty crazy at the time, given that no one I knew had a computer or even had need for one, but 
it seemed like an interesting train to take so I got on.

Turned out to be more like a rocket ship… After a few years in DC I moved to Silicon Valley, and 
in 1987 started working as a product manager in a manufacturing company that built chips that 
could make analog machines digital. I met an extraordinary entrepreneur there and I worked for 
him for 10 years. These were the days when Steve Jobs was building Apple (before he got fired) 
and when Bill Gates was a baddie (before he married Melinda, discovered good and launched 
the Gates foundation) running Microsoft like Machiavelli.



Then the internet was born and everything changed, again. Shortly after that was when you 
guys were born and of course my son too.

Looking back, all of you born on the cusp of the new millenium were born in the middle of one of 
the most tumultuous times in human history but also the most incredible.

I saw this ad over the weekend when we were in the States for spring break and it makes me 
laugh and then think. It’s from 1994 just 4–5 years before most of your were born. Let’s have a 
look.

It’s true, the world has completely changed in the past 25 years. So career day has to change 
too.

A majority of the new jobs that are advertised did not exist a decade ago. Think about it. Today’s 
giant companies are platforms like Google, Amazon, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, 
WhatsApp … all started either just before you were born or during your lifetime. This is 
unprecedented.

These are all amazing companies and great employers but more importantly, they are the basis 
for many other companies to flourish. They create an economy around their services that allow 
so many other companies to thrive and hence the importance of tapping into these platforms to 
develop products and services that scale globally.

EVERYTHING IS CHANGING — this sounds cliché but it has never been more true and you 
guys are in the middle of it. Let’s spend a few minutes trying to decipher what is changing and 
what it means for you.

The Workforce

It used to be that school and university prepared us for great jobs. There are still great 
companies to work, especially when you’re at the beginning of your career, but for many people, 
it’s far better to work for themselves.

Marc Andressen wrote something that initially offended me but I think its worth sharing. He said 
that in the future, there will be 2 classes of jobs. Those people who programme computers and 
tell them what to do and those who are programmed by computers or told by computers what to 
do. At first this sounds harsh. But when you think it really highlights the divide between those 
who can make new things and contribute in new ways and those who will be simply making a 
living by executing tasks.



Getting into University

Your competitor in the University lottery is not just the other kids from your school or other 
American schools — your competitors are from all over the world. That reserved spot that might 
have been guaranteed for you five years ago could be lost to someone from the most unlikely 
circumstances. Many of the places at MIT, Stanford next year are going to kids who were 
identified on the MOOCs these universities run for free that identify great talent well beyond the 
boundaries of the United States. This is in fact, the new reality. These kids get scholarships and 
take places from kids that would apply from normal channels and so you guys need to be just 
that much more special.

What this means for you is that you cannot risk trying to be someone or something you’re not. 
You need to be able to communicate what it is about you that is unique and special. Don’t try to 
fall in line. Being yourself is the most opportunistic way to achieve success in securing a place 
at University or a job after University. You need to define that breakthrough. You need to be 
working on how to rise above the masses to be noticed and how you get notices for what is 
uniquely you, your true competitive advantage.

“Wait a minute…” I hear you say. “I’m 15. I can barely get up in the morning and get to school. 
How am I supposed to be “myself” and what does that even mean?!”

OK. First, take a deep breath. I didn’t mean to stress you out. Let me give you an example.
We in the UK (as well as the US and globally) have just come through a very difficult double dip 
recession. In 2010, things were very bleak in the UK. Your parents may have not shared with 
you how bad it was, but many people were facing an uncertain future — many lost their jobs and 
many lost a lot of money.

At this point, at the height of the financial crisis, the government said, what can we do to help 
pull the country out of this mess. They set up a small team of people to help catalyze the start 
up movement that was emerging in East London. They chose East London because it was a 
depressed area that had not benefitted from any of the last few waves of productivity and 
because there were green shoots of ideas and start ups. That was called Tech City and now 
nearly five years on, the conditions that created to help small digital businesses thrive have 
transformed the entire British economy. Today from nearly zero five years ago, one of every 13 
workers is engaged in tech and digital businesses. And technology and digital businesses are 
powering equally across the country with 21 clusters thriving all across the UK.

The result is 1.45M new jobs were created of which over 50% are new in the past four years. 
These are jobs that didn’t exist five years ago which proves the point that if you are aware and 
looking for opportunities, things will come along that will be enormous opportunities and you will 
be the beneficiaries. You can also start your own businesses. Whether you are a university 



student or a new graduate, there is always something you can do to better you economic 
circumstances. Consider what is called the Sharing Economy …

Or what I call the Economics of Excess Capacity. Today new economic models are developing 
and they are lucrative for anyone who wants to take advantage of them. Excess capacity is at 
the root of this new trend. I saw an ad for a site called parkinmydrive.com. Seriously, people are 
selling their parking spaces to people who want the certainty and who don’t want to drive around 
the block endlessly at rush hour until someone pulls out of a space. We rent rooms in our 
houses, we do contract work from home. We do crafts and sell them on Etsy. There are so 
many ways to make extra money that people are becoming self employed in record numbers. 
People go away for holidays and rent out their homes on Airbnb, they leverage their free time by 
working for Uber and making themselves available to you when you need a ride …. These 
economic models didn’t exist even five years ago and now they are a major portion of our 
economy. And they didn’t emerge on their own. Someone out there decided to start Uber. 
Someone decided to start OneFineStay, Shazam, Moo.com…

And that’s not everything that changed. The way we communicate ideas, dreams, beliefs has all 
changed. The world is borderless and markets are global from day 1 which is profound and 
liberating but there is a dark side too and I suspect its something that is on your mind.

The recent discovery that the infamous online spokesperson of the ISIS death cult is Jihadi 
John went to school just across the road at QK Academy. It’s frightening to think that he walked 
these streets nearby as a student just like you only seven years ago. What it illustrates is that 
any force, good or evil can use social platforms to engage and inspire young people to make 
choices that they would never normally make. And its truly frightening and you have to be aware 
of it.

It’s not a physical location or a stump speech in a local park or a mosque or community centre 
that moves people to do things like those three young girls from an academy in Bethnal Green 
who traveled last week to join ISIS. It’s anonymous people on the internet or others who have 
made the decision to fight for a cause that is not even theirs. It’s these people that you have 
never met but that have the power to influence you and encourage you to make choices. You 
must be ever vigilant and questioning and challenging what you hear and read online. It’s a fact 
of life and a new challenge for your generation.

The bad news is that your parents (I am one of them) are not equipped to answer every burning 
question you might have. Whether its about your career decisions, or about your belief systems. 
Please don’t be angry at us. Believe me, we are doing our best. But so much of what you’re 
facing is new and different and its hard to keep up.



I’ll leave you with one thought. And forgive me Ben for sharing this but I think its important. 
During the Fall break, Ben and I travelled to Amsterdam. We found ourselves in a wonderful 
restaurant with a bit of time to talk and he said, Mom, remember when I was obsessed with time 
travel and wondering who might be traveling from the future and seeing me at this moment? I 
said yes and he said, “too bad, because now, all I can think of is getting from day to day.”

This made me sad as it was clear that the pressures of school, tests, achieving the top grades, 
etc. had taken over. To the extent that he could no longer think big and that made me sad. At the 
point I made a decision that his ideas were more important to me than his grades and that we 
had to find a way to make sure he was still thriving as a person and not just a model student.
In his recent book, Peter Thiel (the founder of PayPal and Facebook’s first investor) said that the 
most successful people in Silicon Valley are somewhere on the aspergers spectrum. He was 
asked why and the answer will surprise you. He said that those who are afflicted with what 
some would call an illness (others would call liberated genius) who did not care what people 
thought and who were free to think and create, were the ones who created the great companies 
of our time. He counted many of the most famous entrepreneurs among them. He said that our 
education system pounds the creativity out of us at a young age and leaves us all striving for the 
same things. This is not the answer as each and everyone of us has the potential for greatness. 
Especially most of you who come from very intelligent and affluent families. We have to make 
sure that the education system enables you to shine and to be uniquely you so that great ideas 
can come from our graduates and that we are not all manufactured for the test or for the 
university of our choosing.

I leave you with an idea that I think is the most liberating of all and that is that the greatest gift of 
this enlightened generation of which you are a part is that you have the opportunity of a lifetime 
of learning. You have your whole lives to discover and find great satisfaction in acquiring 
knowledge. It is your hunger for more that will open those doors to the marvellous, to the 
wonderful and unique opportunities that will change your life. Even if you are sure of what you 
want to become. Question, challenge and take a few risks. If you can’t be open minded now, 
you will never be. This is the time to say, “World, give me all that you’ve got”.


